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A missing link and the ensuing knowledge gaps

Since the publication of Nature’s services: societal

dependence on natural ecosystems (Daily 1997) and

The value of the world’s ecosystem services and

natural capital (Costanza et al. 1997), the past two

decades have witnessed the continuing production of

large number of journal articles and books on

ecosystem services (ES, thereafter) research. How-

ever, as revealed in the recent literature reviews

(Albert et al. 2014; Haase et al. 2014; Hansen et al.

2015; Luederitz et al. 2015; Woodruff and BenDor

2016), the state of the ES scholarly enterprise in

accomplishing its noble mission ‘‘to inform and

direct’’ practitioners in planning and management

(Egoh et al. 2008, p. 135) could have been more

effective should a missing link in its scholarly inquiry

be identified and rectified: while huge amount of effort

was devoted to improving instrumental effectiveness

and efficiency of ES valuation and mapping, little

dedicated to implementing the new ES knowledge in

practice (Haase et al. 2014, pp. 424–426; Woodruff

and BenDor 2016, p. 91). Manifesting this hiatus,

rarely in the literature did research questions like the

following ever arise pertaining to the use and effects,

that is, the actual practical implementation and

ensuing performance, of the ES knowledge the

scholarly community generated:

Was the new ES knowledge ever delivered to

and accepted by the designated practical bene-

ficiaries—planners and managers? Was it actu-

ally used in their practice? Was it effective in

helping produce desirable or expected results

they care about? What kind of, and how much,

difference in their practice did the implementa-

tion of ES knowledge make, if at all?
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With this apparent lack of interest or even disinterest

identified, it came as no surprise that there are

substantial gaps in the literature on ES knowledge

implementation and performance—not only few if any

follow-up studies on the ES knowledge performance

have ever been reported, but the majority of ES

research documented in the literature and examined by

Haase et al. (2014) also ‘‘included little or no

information on implementation’’ (Haase et al. 2014,

p. 425).

The prevalence of Bohr’s quadrant in ES research

Why is it that a scholarly enterprise aiming to inform,

influence, or even direct practitioners (Egoh et al.

2008, p. 135; Haase et al. 2014, p. 425) demonstrated

so little research interest in practical implementation,

and made so insignificant effort to push the envelope?

One speculation, apart from those that are implicitly

articulated in the literature reviews [e.g., the limited

practical knowledge of institutional design and imple-

mentation processes (Haase et al. 2014, p. 426), the

inadequate understanding about practitioner’s needs

and the lack of tested instrumental capabilities (Albert

et al. 2014, p. 1278), and the mismatch in the scale of

governance and management (Kremer et al. 2016,

p. 4)], is that it has to do with the role members of the

ES scholarly community chose to enact in conducting

research, and with the stand they took toward research.

This can be examined through a lens of research in

socio-ecological systems where the ES scholarly

community conducts its research.

The Schön-Stokes model: a lens for examination

When conducting research in the varied landscape of

social practice (for example, in one or any combina-

tion of the five activities in ecological practice—

planning, design, construction, restoration and man-

agement; in education, law, or medicine), according to

American philosopher and planning theorist Donald

Schön, members of the scholarly community are

confronted with the choice between standing on the

high ground of theory and descending to the swampy

lowlands of practice (Schön 2001, p. 191). The dual

irony of this situation is that on the one hand, the

problems of the lowlands, while being ‘‘of greatest

human concern’’ (Ibid.), are wicked and thus less

capable of, or even resistant to, scientific or technical

solution; and on the other hand, the problems of the

high ground, while tending ‘‘to be relatively unim-

portant to individuals or to society at large’’ (Ibid.), are

tame, or can arguably be perceived to be so, lending

themselves to solution through the use of scientific

theory and technique (Schön 2001, p. 191; Xiang

2017, p. x; for a recent and succinct account on wicked

and tame problems in socio-ecological systems, see

Xiang 2013).

For scholars who chose to stay on the high ground

of theory in conducting research, there are two further

choices.

They may identify themselves as scholars of pure

basic research for fundamental understanding, and

position in Bohr’s quadrant in the Quadrant Model of

Scientific Research that American political scientist

Donald Stokes proposed in 1997 (Fig. 1 presents an

expanded version developed in this essay that incor-

porates Schön’s ideas above stated1; for the seminal

articulation of the original model, see Stokes 1997,

pp. 70–75). To enact this role, they take the stand that

basic research should and can be motivated ‘‘solely by

the quest for understanding (of the problems of the

high ground-the author) without thought of practical

use.’’ (Ibid., p. 73) Through a research process that

follows the logic of science, they strive to generate

‘‘pure, objective, and rational’’ knowledge (Cook and

Spray 2012, p. 93) pertaining to the problems of the

high ground (for a recent and succinct account on the

defining characteristics and limitations of the logic of

science, see Sandberg and Tsoukas 2011,

pp. 340–342).

Alternatively, they may, while remaining in Bohr’s

quadrant, identify themselves as scholars of applied

basic research. Unlike those in Edison’s quadrant

(Fig. 1) of pure applied research (Stokes 1997, p. 74)

or action research (Smith et al. 2013, p. 152; for a

comprehensive account of action research, see Strin-

ger 2014) who are immersed in the swampy lowlands

of practice conducting research that is motivated

‘‘solely by the applied goals (of problem-solving in

practice-the author) without seeking a more general

understanding of the phenomenon of a scientific field’’

1 Descriptions about the expanded model are provided as

needed hereafter, as a full-scale discussion is inevitably beyond

the scope of this essay and will be provided elsewhere.
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(Stokes 1997, p. 74), scholars of applied basic research

take the stand that through a knowledge transfer

process that still follows the logic of science, the pure,

objective, and rational knowledge that colleagues of

pure basic research generated can be made relevant to

and even actionable for the solution of the problems of

the lowlands (Schön 2001, pp. 192–193; Xiang 2016,

p. 59). In conducting research to demonstrate or prove

the practical utility of the theoretical knowledge,

however, scholars of applied basic research usually

have to adopt ‘‘procrustean strategies’’ (Schön 2001,

p. 192) so that the problems in ‘‘the uncertain,

subjective, and biased contexts of human understand-

ing, social factors, and governance’’ (Cook and Spray

2012, p. 93) can be cut-to-fit available theories and

techniques (Churchman 1967, p. B-142; Schön 2001,

pp. 192–193).

Examination through the lens: the undue

prevalence of Bohr’s quadrant in ES research

For the untenable status quo of the ES scholarly

enterprise in accomplishing the ambition to inform,

influence, and direct practitioners in planning and

management, the Schön-Stokes model of research in

socio-ecological systems (the Schön-Stokes model,

thereafter) brings to light a rarely explicated yet

perhaps more plausible reason—the prevalence,

arguably undue, of Bohr’s quadrant in ES research.

While conducting research, scholars from the ES

scholarly community evidently chose, intentionally or

otherwise, to position themselves in Bohr’s quadrant,

and to enact either of the two above articulated roles

with the respective stand toward research. As such, the

following findings in Haase et al. (2014, pp. 424–425)

should come as no surprise for they mirror quite

vividly the role choice the scholars made and stand

they took.

A. Only 48 of the 217 studies examined (22%, that is)

addressed ES knowledge implementation (Haase

et al. 2014, p. 424)—Suggesting that among the

scholars who authored the 217 articles, only a

small minority was motivated to demonstrate their

interest in ES knowledge implementation and to

write it up (Ibid., p. 425);

B. ‘‘Only nine (of the 48—the author) studies

included more detailed recommendations (i.e.,

longer than one paragraph)’’ (Ibid., p. 424)—

Among those who demonstrated their interest in

implementation, only a small number was moti-

vated and able to provide substantial recommen-

dations to practitioners, and willing to share with

colleagues in the ES scholarly community;

C. Of the nine studies, ‘‘a few delivered highly

technical recommendations or suggested engi-

neering solutions’’ (Ibid.)—Those who made

substantial recommendations were driven to seek

and deliver only theoretical or technical solutions

with the unstated yet take-for-granted premise that

the embodied knowledge would be useful to

practitioners;

D. ‘‘More often, recommendations were directed

generally at land management but without spec-

ifying relevant stakeholders, plans and policies.’’

(Ibid.)—Because of the ‘‘procrustean strategies’’

they were usually compelled to adopt in
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Fig. 1 The Schön-Stokes model of research in socio-ecological

systems [Stokes asserted that the lower left-hand quadrant ‘‘is

not empty’’ (1997, p. 74), and ‘‘can be important precursors of

research in Bohr’s quadrant…as well as of research in Edison’s

quadrant.’’ (Ibid., p. 75) He however gave no name to it. I thus

take the liberty of designating it as Johnson’s quadrant in honor

of American history scholar Paul Johnson who made the

following observation on the rambling style of research and

knowledge acquisition before and during ‘‘the birth of the

modern’’ (Johnson 1992, p. 543, italic added). ‘‘Physics and

chemistry, science and engineering, literature and philosophy,

art and industrial design, theory and practice–all constituted a

continuum of knowledge and skill, within which men roamed

freely. The notion of separate, compartmentalized ‘disciplines,’

later imposed by universities, did not yet exist.’’ Designating the

other three quadrants respectively with the names of American

systems ecologist H.T. Odum, American ecological planner Ian

McHarg, and Chinese ecological engineer Li Bing, I attempt to

help readers to see the greater relevance of the Schön-Stokes

model to ecological practice and research] (After Schön 2001,

p. 191 and Stokes 1997, p. 73)
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conducting research in order to ‘‘cut the situations

of practice to fit available techniques’’ (Schön

2001, pp. 192–193), most scholars could hardly

make recommendations from the study results to

real-world practitioners who are in specific needs

within a particular context; for the purpose of

demonstrating the utility of theories generated on

the high ground, they were often left no choice but

formulating and using imaginative practitioners

who are in speculative needs within an artificial-

ized context instead (Sandberg and Tsoukas 2011,

p. 2011);

E. ‘‘Only in three cases was it stated that the results

of the study were directly communicated to

stakeholders. However … the exact form of

communication was left unmentioned.’’ (Haase

et al. 2014, p. 424)—For the same reason above

explicated, neither the scholars nor the real-world

practitioners seemed to feel the need to do so.

It is also noteworthy that even in the recently

published articles that aim to attend the implementa-

tion issue revealed by Haase et al. (2014), the

prevalence of Bohr’s quadrant remains persistent and

is readily apparent (for example, Albert et al. 2014;

MacDonald et al. 2014; Kremer et al. 2016; Lange-

meyer et al. 2016; Artmann et al. 2017; Baró et al.

2017 and BenDor et al. 2017, to list but a few).

The Pasteur’s quadrant alternative

For those in the ES scholarly community who seek to

advance beyond the status quo, there is a different role

to enact with a new stand toward research—the role of

scholar-practitioner with a stand of practice research

in Pasteur’s quadrant (Fig. 1).

A scholar-practitioner, as defined by American

management scholar Ed Schein (cited in Wasserman

and Kram 2009, p. 12), is a scholar who is ‘‘dedicated

to generating new knowledge that is useful to practi-

tioners.’’ (italics added) Positioning in Pasteur’s

quadrant in the Schön-Stokes model (Fig. 1), scho-

lar-practitioners are interested in problems of both

lowlands and high ground, and identify themselves as

scholars of ‘‘use-inspired basic research’’ for practice

(Stokes 1997, p. 73) or simply as scholars of ‘‘practice

research’’ (Xiang 2017, p. x). To enact this role, they

necessarily and often voluntarily choose to descend

from the high ground of theory to the lowlands of

practice along a scholar-practitioner continuum, and

take the stand that the dual ambition of producing new

knowledge and influencing (instead of just informing)

practice can be achieved through a process ‘‘that seeks

to extend the frontiers of understanding but is also

inspired by considerations of use.’’ (Stokes 1997,

p. 74; for a brief account on the scholar-practitioner

continuum, see Wasserman and Kram 2009, p. 14)

Best exemplifying scholar-practitioner’s role in,

and their stand toward, research is the outstanding

work of French microbiologist Louis Pasteur whose

name Stokes used to designate the upper right-hand

quadrant in his Quadrant Model of Scientific Research

(see its expanded version in Fig. 1). Unlike American

inventor Thomas Edison who was motivated by

practical considerations and disinterested in funda-

mental understanding, nor like Danish physicist Neils

Bohr who was exactly the opposite, Pasteur was

interested in both producing new knowledge and

influencing practice, and skillfully capable of fusing

practice and theory into a cohesive whole in research

(Stokes 1997, p. 74, Smith et al. 2013, p. 152). He

developed fundamental understanding about the cause

of infectious disease while conducting rigorous basic

research to meet real-world practitioners’ specific

needs for preserving beer, cheese, and milk. The two

most significant offsprings of his work, the process of

Pasteurization and the intellectual field of microbiol-

ogy, continue to serve the human society in the

modern-day world.

Among scholar-practitioners in the use-inspired

basic research for ecological practice, ecological

practice research, that is, American ecological plan-

ner and educator Ian McHarg stands out for his

exemplary work of generating new knowledge that is

useful to both practitioners and scholars (for succinct

summaries of McHarg’s career and work, see Sch-

nadelbach 2001 and Steiner 2004). As a scholar-

practitioner who firmly believed in the dictum that

‘‘[n]othing is as practical as a good theory’’ (Steiner

2004, p. 142), McHarg engaged himself throughout

his career in a rigorous quest for a socio-ecological

way by which practitioners, as he envisioned, ‘‘inter-

pret, plan, and shape our surroundings.’’ (Ibid., p. 141)

Drawing on completed practice research projects and

implemented ecological plans, he advanced a first-of-

its-kind approach of socio-ecological diagnosis and

prescription in his 1969 groundbreaking book Design
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with Nature (Schnadelbach 2001, p. 231). It provides

practitioners with a useful method, famously known as

McHarg’s method ever since, to pursue socio-ecolog-

ically based ‘‘compatible solutions’’ to the problems of

modern development (Ibid.). His ideas and approach

of Design with Nature (McHarg 1969), as American

ecological planner and educator Fritz Steiner stated,

‘‘not only changed design and planning, but influenced

fields as diverse as geography and engineering,

forestry and environmental ethics, soils science and

ecology. The evidence is ubiquitous.’’ (Steiner 2004,

p. 142)

Pasteur’s quadrant as an ecophronetic alternative

How can members of the ES scholarly community

enact the role of scholar-practitioner and take the stand

of ES practice research should they choose to position

themselves in Pasteur’s quadrant? One strategy for-

ward would be to emulate the ecophronetic way by

which scholar-practitioners like McHarg conducted

their outstanding ecological practice research in

Pasteur’s quadrant.

In conducting ecological practice research, accord-

ing to American geographer and planning scholar

Wei-Ning Xiang (2016, pp. 56–58), McHarg and

many scholar-practitioners alike exhibited a distinc-

tive form of skill that enabled them to honor their

commitment to assisting real-world practitioners who

were in specific knowledge needs under particular

circumstances. This virtuous skill, ecophronesis, or

ecological practical wisdom, is the moral improvisa-

tion capability to sustain a carefully nuanced balance

between the act of following the logic of practice and

that of embracing the logic of science in a particular

instance of ecological practice research (Ibid.,

pp. 58–59; for a comparative discussion of these two

distinct and often interfering logics, see Sandberg and

Tsoukas 2011, pp. 339–342, p. 355). With this master

skill par excellence, scholar-practitioners like McHarg

became much capable of generating new knowledge

that is useful to the real: not only did they advance

scholarly rigorous—thorough and valid—knowledge

that was also immediately relevant, actionable, and

potentially efficacious to the real-world practitioners

who were in specific knowledge needs under particular

circumstances of ecological practice; but they also

produced high caliber scholarship that is enlightening

to scholars and practitioners from around the world

and across generations who have interest in ecological

practice research (Steiner 2004, Xiang 2014,

pp. 67–68; Steiner 2016; Xiang 2016, pp. 58–59;

Yang and Li 2016). Furthermore, because ecophrone-

sis embraces inherently a transdisciplinary research

capability in socio-ecological systems (Xiang 2016,

pp. 58–59; for recent accounts on the critical impor-

tance of transdisciplinary research, see Head and

Xiang 2016; Wu 2006), ecophronetic scholar-practi-

tioners like McHarg were immune from the patho-

genic influence of ‘‘’ivory tower’ syndrome’’ (Toffel

2016, p. 1494). They became readily capable of

bridging the arguably unbridgeable gap between

scientific rigor and practical relevance, and taming

the seemingly intractable problems of ‘‘knowledge

production’’ and ‘‘knowledge transfer’’ (Sandberg and

Tsoukas 2011, p. 338), all of which have been and

remain to be persistent concerns in both circles of

ecological practice and science in the modern-day

world (Xiang 2017, p. xi). As such, their ecophronetic

way of conducting practice research manifested itself

in a myriad of ecological projects and public policy

instrument that has been providing lasting ES benefits

to the human beings across generations (For a recently

documented archive of exemplary instances of

ecophronetic practice research, see a 2016 special

ecological wisdom issue in the journal Landscape and

Urban Planning, volume 155).

As an intellectual and character asset, ecophronesis

has been and continues to be an unparalleled source of

inspiration for ecological scholar-practitioners to

mindfully engage themselves in ecophronetic practice

research in Pasteur’s quadrant (Wang and Xiang 2016;

Xiang 2017). It promises to be equally inspirational to

members of the ES scholarly community for ecophro-

netic ES research.

Pasteur’s quadrant as an appealing alternative

Besides the master skill par excellence of ecophrone-

sis, what else will it take for ES scholars to be willing

to choose, and able to position themselves in, Pasteur’s

quadrant in particular instances of research as they see

fit? Since neither enacting the role of scholar-practi-

tioner nor conducting ecophronetic ES research can

take place in a vacuum, this and other practical

questions pertaining to making role choices certainly
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merit attention. Instead of the cliché ‘‘it takes a

village’’, specific insights into such pragmatic matters

as funding, publication, scholarship, membership in

the scholarly community, and even career develop-

ment will undoubtedly enable ES scholars to make

more informed and prudent choices (For an initial

account on some of these matters in a broader context,

see Wasserman and Kram 2009). Furthermore,

addressing practical questions of this kind should also

be an integral part of ES scholarly inquiry because,

according to American philosopher of science Thomas

Kuhn, any ‘‘analysis of the development of scientific

knowledge must take account of the way science has

actually been practiced.’’ (Kuhn 1970, p. 11, italic

added) Only can this quest for useful insights take

place, however, when the ES scholarly community

providently considers embracing the role of scholar-

practitioner and celebrating the stand of ecophronetic

ES research. This prospect of helping open new

research frontiers indeed makes Pasteur’s quadrant an

even more appealing alternative.
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